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Bill Guyton provided BBQ for the pitch in. Members provided of sides and deserts.
President Brian Crull called the meeting to order. We recited the Pledge of Allegiance.
Our guests tonight include Suzan & Bill Crandall, Rich Collins, Sunny Moon, Sandy Brown.
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Treasurer Jeff Hammer reported we grossed $4380.00 on the Breakfast, with a net of
$2955.00. giving the club a balance of $4932.49.
YE Director Noah Morris scheduled a YE event for July 11. Life boat training at 8:00 am.
Kyle is home from Air Academy. He will be giving us a report at the August meeting.
A big thank you to all that helped with the fly in.
The club voted to form a 3 member steering committee to investigate the logistics of a static
display fuselage for the club. Rob Morris, Jeff Stultz and Brian Crull volunteered to work on
the committee for us.
The club voted to buy a new large griddle for the for pancake efficiency. We will also buy 2
new plastic tables while they are on sale.

CHAPTER 67 OFFICERS
Brian C

George Spellman suggested the club replace Brian’s 10x20 pop up that was wind damaged at a
club event. Jon Schmidke made the motion, Brad Beaver seconded, unanimously passed.
Chapter 900 is having a fly in 8/15.
Judy Burchler is hosting the grass strip trip on 8/8. Breakfast will be at I80.
We will be displaying at Conner Praire Festival of Machines 9/12-9/13.

EAA Chapter 67 normally
meets the first Monday of
each month at 7:30 PM at
the Noblesville Airport
(Pitch-in dinner 6:30).

Author Susan Crandall gave a talk about her new book, and the tie in to her dad and the founding members of chapter 67. Many members attended her book signing Tuesday evening.
Respectfully submitted; Allan Grabeman Secretary.
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HANGAR FLYING
Vic Zinn was a Chapter 67 founding member. His daughter, Susan Crandall is a “best selling” author. Mrs. Crandall recently finished her latest novel called “THE FLYING CIRCUS” and celebrated the release day with our chapter. The novel is a great story of three
people who in 1923 begin a flying circus in the Midwest. Mrs. Crandall spoke at our June
meeting and graciously agreed to donate some of the release day earnings to our chapter
Young Eagle scholarship Program. The novel is a great read for anyone interested in airplanes and interesting characters. Several of the chapter members attended her first book
signing at the Noblesville Barns
and Nobles book store.

Jeff Hammer continues to work on his Baby Ace and hopes to
have the missing parts installed this month with a little help
from his friends.

George Spelman and Brian Crull participated in the MG Fly-In at
Executive airport this month. The cars were vintage MGs from the
1930s to 1960s and they all wanted to have their picture taken in front
of the vintage airplanes.

FIELD OF DREAMS

Chapter 67 President Brian Crull, was conveniently out of town on business so he asked me to entertain and
show 15 nursery school children (all potential Young Eagles) the airport. I cheated and gave them toy planes
to play with in the grass. They loved it and had a great time. We did a takeoff and low pass for them to see
how airplanes fly. All of them were well behaved and will make great little Young Eagles in a few years.

OSHKOSH 2015
Oshkosh was better than ever this year! Attendance was up considerably and more than 10,000 airplanes flew
in. The camp grounds were all overflowing on Wednesday when we arrived. The military hardware was well
represented by everything from a B-52 to an F-35. There were some great Vintage aircraft and War Birds to
see up close but once again it was a great show because of the volunteers and EAA members attending. Here
are just a few of the pictures from our visit.

OSHKOSH 2015

Erick made the
show!!!
Jon Mynderse
wants one of
these!!!
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Aug. 3, Chapter Meeting:
6:30PM pitch in dinner at I80 Meeting 7:30 at I80

Sept. 14, Chapter Meeting:
6:30PM pitch in dinner at I80 Meeting 7:30 at I80

Aug. 8, Chapter 1121 Fly
Around Indy… Fly-Out

Oct. 5, Chapter Meeting:
6:30PM pitch in dinner at I80 Meeting 7:30 at I80

Aug. 15, Young Eagles @ Noblesville
Aug 22, Pancake Fly-in:

Nov. 5, Chapter Meeting:
6:30PM pitch in dinner at I80 Meeting 7:30 at I80

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
What a summer this has been so far. The rainfall total for July set an all-time record high. All those rainy
days and the wet runway conditions at the Noblesville Airport caused us to cancel two attempted Young
Eagles events. The weather outlook is finally looking better and we are going to try again to hold a Young
Eagle event on Saturday August 15. We will again need the help of our Chapter members so we can successfully and safely hold this event. If you are able to help with either flying or with the ground crew,
please let Rob Morris know.
The Chapters next Pancake Breakfast Fly In is also coming up soon, Saturday August 22. At the July
meeting it was approved by the members to purchase a third larger griddle. The hard working members
that work the griddles agree that these griddles work better and have more capacity than the smaller ones
we have been using. It is hoped that we can increase capacity and cut down on the wait time in the food
line. We have come a long way from even 5 years ago when we were using just one griddle to now when
we are using 3-4 griddles. We will once again need a good turn out from the members to help out. We will
be making final plans at the August 3 meeting. Please plan to come out and lend a hand.
I am anxious to hear from any members that made it to Oshkosh this year. We do not have a program
scheduled for the August meeting so we will have time for members to share their Oshkosh stories to everyone.
I am sorry for the short column this month but the last few months and especially July, have been extremely busy flying months. I have not had many days at home between the flying for my regular clients I
have been doing a lot of contract flying for several different people. As of now things look like they will
slow down some by the middle of August.
I look forward to seeing everyone at the next meeting on August 3. Bruce Moss stepped up and will provide the entrée for the pitch in dinner. Word has it, it will be fried chicken so plan to bring a side dish that
goes with chicken or a dessert to share.
See you all then.
Brian

Safety Corner:

Staying Ahead of the Airplane
Featuring Wally Moran

Subscriber Question:
"How do I stay ahead of the airplane? I am a CFI and I find this question or issue often comes up after a
student has learned the basics of aircraft control. Do you have any tips that could help as a student progresses from beginner to master of the aircraft?"
- Mike M.
Wally Moran:
"Wow, that is a question we all work on. Each of us has a limited capacity to process and fly. Sometimes
the tasks required exceed the capacity available. That's when the airplane starts to get ahead of us or in
other words, we start to get behind the aircraft. Our goal is to keep the task level below our capacity. Easier said than done but here are a few suggestions.
1. We can move some tasks to a less busy time.
2. We can build in more time to complete the required tasks.
3. We can simply eliminate some tasks.

For example, good pre flight planning and organization is an example of moving tasks to a
less busy time and will significantly reduce our in-flight workload. Having the taxi diagram available prior to calling for taxi clearance is another good example. On the other hand, trying to read the AFD to confirm destination traffic patterns while on final descent is a poor choice of priorities.
Recently airlines, corporate and military have reviewed taxi procedures to see if they could move any
check list items from taxi to prior to gate departure in an effort to avoid runway incursion issues.
How can we make more time to get the tasks done? We can slow the airplane down. We all know that the
traffic pattern and approach are a very task saturated time. It's a place where we can easily get behind the
airplane. If we slow the aircraft down prior to this phase, we have automatically given ourselves more
time to complete the required tasks. If on IFR, and you are starting to get behind, you can ask ATC for
delaying vectors or a turn in the holding pattern. Then of course you can always go around.
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All chapter members are invited to list items they would like to offer for sale or trade to other members.
Please forward via e-mail to Brian Crull and they will be placed in the next month’s news letter.

FLT. TRAINING: Sheridan—Nick Boland CFII, nick@flighttrainingcenters.com 317/877-6425
Noblesville—Larry Jacobi, CFII, MEI, Glass—(317) 508-0571Larryjacobi@sbcglobal.net

FOR SALE: 1959 Cessna 150, TT2750, 630
SMOH—complete rebuild 2009, excellent condition.
Contact Allan Grabeman 765/623-1176

We are going to order Polo Shirts ASAP with the Chapter 67 logo. If you want one please
contact Allan Grabeman.

EMBROIDERED HATS & SHIRT

$15.00 EA.

